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O, what a meadow of sorrow!  
O, what a door closed to beauty!  
I ask for a child, what suffering, and the air  
offers me dahlias of the sleeping moon!  
These, my twin fountains of warm milk,  
throb in the thickness of my flesh  
like hoof beats, like two pulsing steeds  
that thresh the branches of my pain.  
O, blind breasts beneath my dress!  
O, doves without eyes, without whiteness!  
O, how the pain of my imprisoned blood  
drives nails like stinging wasps into my neck!  
Yet surely you will come, my love, my child,  
for water yields its salt, the earth its fruit  
and in our bellies we hold tender sons  
just as the clouds are bearers of sweet rain. 
 (Federico García Lorca)  
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When Federico García Lorca wrote Yerma, his goal, 
according to the press of the the period, was to tell a story, 
one more, about women in the towns of Spain. Mariana 
Pineda, Doña Rosita, Bernarda Alba, Yerma are the names 
of women who contain that pristine and ancestral essence 
that evokes humanity’s mythical order.  
 
He knew and wanted to introduce us to these classical 
heroines through that exceptional understanding that he 
had of time, love and death. Eternal themes that lead to the 
universalization of local themes that surpass barriers thanks 
to a profound artistic intuition and a passionate universe of 
pain, happiness, frustration and hope that he created.  
 
These women are representative of every race and culture, 
and only he knew how to capture them. 
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THE  IDEA 
 
When Carmen Cortés read Yerma, she dreamed of an immense field of 
water that flowed into her womb. She was ready to make Yerma and, 
now that the channel of water has overflowed, she wants to collect it 
and offer it to spectators. There must be a sallow Yerma that 
transparently expresses, like water, that town and those people, at 
once so far yet so close, that feel the same weariness and joy as any 
other human being but with the particularity of unique experiences 
that enrich the universal heritage of human relationships and creations.  
 

 
THE  TEXT 
 
Complete. Only the transitions and phrases that indicate the placement and 
professions of the characters will be left out in order to center the work itself and 
the mythical dimension that the author created. It is not important that Yerma 
and Victor are peasants, but rather that Yerma is a woman who desires having a 
child above all else and that Victor is possibly the only man that can make her a 
mother. But honor stands in between them, making the immense desire of a 
woman born to have children an impossibility. 
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THE STAGING  
 
Flamenco contains all of the artistic keys to 
express a human being’s most profound 
emotions. In this case, these keys are used 
to tell the story of Yerma, interpreting the 
text through music, dance and theatre. 
These artistic bases allow for an original 
and intense staging, as they exist in the 
play itself. Situations and characters, 
debating time, love and death through 
flamenco, are borrowed from Federico 
García Lorca and returned enriched by a 
unique y universal vision of his world. A 
Yerma that demonstrates the current 
contribution of flamenco to a subject and 
idea that are at their core theatrical. 
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THE COMPANY: 
  
CARMEN CORTÉS  
 
Artistic Team  
* Corps de ballet: 2 male dancers and 6 
female dancers  
* Musicians: 2 guitarists, 2 female singers, 2 
male singers, 1 drummer y 1 percussionist 
  
Technical Team 
* Lighting Technician  
* Sound Technician  
* Stage Manager 
* Tailor 
Company Assistance 
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CREDITS:  
 
• Author:    Federico García Lorca  
• Lyrics:    Literary Text  
• Choreography:   Carmen Cortés  
• Original Music:   Gerardo Núñez  
• Stage Direction:   Nuria Espert  
• Lighting Design:   Eric Teunis  
• Costume Design:   Carmen Cortés, Nuria Espert, Carlota  
• Technical Production:  Lola Cortés  
• Producer:   Art-Danza s.l.  
• Distribution:   Carmen Cortés Office 
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Flamenco dancer Carmen Cortés presents a completely 
flamenco “Yerma”  
  
Flamenco contains all of the elements necessary to 
express any dramatic story. From this concept Yerma is 
born, choreographed by flamenco dancer Carmen Cortés, 
who in order to stage one of Federico García Lorca’s most 
famous tragedies worked with an enviable team: guitarist 
Gerardo Núñez composed the music and actress Núria 
Espert was responsible for the stage direction.  
 
Cortés ensures that the result is a completely flamenco 
Yerma based on the most serious palos of this art form. A 
selection of flamenco palos, performed live by three 
guitarists and two singers, and the steps choreographed 
by Carmen Cortés, which she executes alongside her 
company, tell the tragedy of Yerma, the woman who 
never had a child. 
 
                     Ritama Muñoz Rojas. El País 
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Núñez, Cortés and Espert, in a grand “Yerma”  
 
A grand Yerma, one of the best that we can remember. Gerardo 
Núñez proves yet again his enormous talent, he musical genius 
encapsulated in his treasure chest of desirable resources.  And his 
performance, backed by impeccable colleagues, was masterful and 
enriched by the extraordinary singing and even the softest clapping 
of hands.  
 
Within this sonorous universe, Carmen Cortés only had to dance 
the way she knows how, and she did. Profoundly linked to Yerma, 
the character and the dancer are the same being who on stage 
reveals her unrealized desire for motherhood, her desperation for a 
child that she will never have, while the judging looks of a cruel 
town torture her equally as much or more.  
 
Carmen Cortés is not only one of the great dancers of our time, but 
her sharp, hard beauty, not lacking sensuality, makes her ideal for 
the role. She has the mask, she has the charisma. She lived and 
danced the character as though completely engrossed in her, blind 
to everything else, and even when she had to speak she did so with 
the alarm of a scream… 
                       Ángel Álvarez Caballero. El País 
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                                                                Carmen Cortés, born in Barcelona, 
is currently one of the most prestigious artists in the Spanish dance 
scene, especially in reference to XXI century flamenco dance.  She 
defines herself primarily as a flamenco dancer, but she participates 
in other forms of creation within dance and theatre through a 
continuous pursuit of reinvention and a meeting of flamenco and 
other manners of understanding dance.  
 
Her style of dance is ferociously independent and always in search 
of innovation.  Her dancing is elegant and sober, strong and fragile, 
delicately fierce and very personal with the utmost dedication and 
complete surrender. 
 
With 27 productions under her belt, she has collaborated with some 
of the most important directors in Spain: Gerardo Vera (La 
Celestina and Salome), Nuria Espert (Yerma), Francisco Suarez 
(Falla’s El amor brujo), Fernando Bernués (Lorca’s Women), and has 
danced the works of writers such as Lorca, José Bergamín, Vicente 
Alexandre, Rafael Alberti and Oscar Wilde. 
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